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3.0 HUMAN GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT 

 3.1 Interpersonal Relationships 

 The Student: 

 3.1.1 Self Understanding   
1. Realizes the importance of appropriately reinforcing feelings of self-worth in others. (C) 
2. Concludes that personal cleanliness and neatness contribute to an overall sense of well-

being. 
3. Lists habits of personal care that contribute to appearance and well-being. 
4. Determines how emotions influence behavior. 
5. Describes ways for handling/expressing emotions appropriately. 
6. Identifies influences affecting development of self-concept (e.g., family, peers, teachers 

and significant others in process of social interaction).  
7. Concludes that self-acceptance is fundamental to a sense of well-being. 
8. Explains how words and actions reflect self-image. 
9. Identifies influences affecting an individual's concept of gender identity (e.g., self-

concept, beliefs of family and friends, role expectations and cultural values and media 
messages). 

3.1.2 Family   
1. Identifies different family groups in which she/he might belong. (C) 
2. Discusses individual responsibilities that promote family. (C) 
3. Compares and contrasts family units among higher animals and humans.  
4. Identifies school/community resources available to help families cope with problems.  
5. Discusses how the amount of parental care varies greatly among the different species of 

animals.  
6. Concludes that human babies need more parental care than any animal species.  
7. Describes the role of the family in meeting the physical and affection needs of children.  
8. Realizes how the relationships in a family influence the development of the child. 
9. Concludes that families differ in their methods of establishing discipline and showing 

affection.  
10. Identifies important roles in a family setting and how these roles may change over time 

(e.g., death, divorce, maturation). 
11. Discusses how societal changes have influenced family life.  
12. Recognizes that values learned in the home serve as a basis for decision-making. 
13. Realizes that effective communication between family members promotes understanding 

and aids in problem solving. 
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3.1.3 Friendship  
1. Identifies ways to develop meaningful relations with others.  
2. Gives examples of ways to extend existing friendships to include others.  
3. Explains role friendship plays in personal development. 
4. Recognizes qualities that make a person a good friend (e.g., loyalty, compassion, 

dependability, honesty, and trust).  
5. Recognizes types of communication problems that can cause conflict or 

misunderstanding in personal relationships. 
6. Determines how peer rejection affects one's social and emotional development.  
7. Recognizes how nature of boy-girl relationships changes when entering the adolescent 

stage. (I) 

3.1.4 Sexual Harassment   
1. Defines sexual harassment  
2. Recognizes sexual harassment. 
3. Identifies caring adults to whom a child can talk if a child experiences sexual harassment. 

3.1.5 Sexual Abuse   
1. Recognizes how to identify persons who make improper advances and what to do about it 

(e.g., scream, run, go to a lighted area, say "no").  
2. Identifies caring adults to whom a child can talk if a child experiences improper touching.  
3. Determines that children can be abused physically, emotionally and socially in different 

ways.  

3.2 Growth and Development 

The Student: 

3.2.1.  Reproduction 
1. Describes how the young of most living things come from seeds or  eggs.  
2. Realizes plants and animals have special body parts for producing the seeds and eggs. 
3. Concludes that the needs of the new living things vary depending upon the species to 

which they belong.  
4. Explains that animal life renews itself through the production of baby animals.   
5. Recognizes that without constant regeneration life would become extinct on earth.   
6. Realizes that babies for certain animals and humans grow and develop inside their 

mothers.   
7. Gives examples of different ways living things reproduce.   
8. Identifies similarities in the development of the ovum and embryo within the mother 

between humans and other mammals.   
9. Discusses characteristics, locations and functions of human reproductive organs.   
10. Describes how the male and female reproductive systems develop and change during 

puberty.  
11. Determines that the ovaries in the female and testes in the male produce sperm and egg 

cells and hormones.   
12. Explains the following basic human reproduction:   

a. Releasing of eggs and sperm. 
b. Transporting the egg and sperm through the sex organs, 
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c. Joining of egg and the sperm. 
13. Explains that the union of sperm and egg cells creates a fertilized cell during intercourse. 

(I)   

3.2.2.  Maturation   
1. Discusses how children of the same age are similar and different in their growth patterns.  
2. Realizes what body changes occur in the adolescent stage. 
3. Recognizes that the onset of adolescence is more a function of physical and emotional 

maturity rather than age. 
4. Recognizes problems characteristic of adolescent stage (e.g., rapid growth, coordination, 

unstable friendships, need for independence). (I) 

3.2.3.  Sexuality   
1. Understands that sexual intercourse is a means of communicating mature love as well as 

procreating. 


